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Introduction
She thinks she is past her prime. You know better, her vulnerability just makes her sexier and her
experience just makes her more interesting. Best of all, she wants you - and her Diary Of A MILF
proves it!

Adult Review
What happens to sexy whores the moment they turn 25 years old? They can't appear on teen sites, they are still too pretty to
be thrown in the trash heap. For these aging starlets it quickly becomes a time for worry and hand-wringing as they become
more desperate with each date that gets completed in their diary books.<br />  <br />  Along comes NaugthyAmerica to the
rescue. They launched DiaryOfAMilf on 2/20/06 and they quickly found out that one MILF after another was practically
beating down their door to get a chane to prove they are not yes has-beens by stripping down and handling cock like the
trained professionals they are. <br />  <br />  Since then the site has updated every week and the archives now hold over 73
episodes featuring some very sexy whores dealing with midlife crisis by forcing dick down their throats and begging younger
men to cum on them.<br />  <br />  The best part of this site is the huge picture set archive that comes with each weekly
update. Older updates are in high-res 800x536 but the newest ones are beautiful 1000x671 images suitable for flipping
through online or printing as hard copies. The DiaryOfAMilf site even includes a slideshow feature and allows you to
download whole sets of pics as .zip files.<br />  <br />  Videos are offered in .wmv, .mpg or .mov (which should thrill Apple
users). All movies can be downloaded as complete scenes with a single click or as a few segments for faster download times.
The newest clips are offered in High-Def 720x480 versions as well but some of the older updates are provided at a max of
320x240 instead.<br />  <br />  None of the clips are DRM coded so every thirty-something slut you want to watch again
later will be there for you unless you delete her. <br />  <br />  Videos can be streamed if you prefer not to have them on your
hard drive but the feeds are a bit picky. They don't work with some browsers, firewalls and download system settings so if
you want to use them you may have to tinker a bit to get them to work.<br />  <br />  Also, while they do offer a limited 3
Day Trial for $1.95 and a 7 Day Trial for $4.95, the only membership worth getting is the monthly one for $24.95 because
they use �tiered access� and only the full membership gets you full access to all that this site has to offer. If you want to see
some hot MILF action, plan on buying the full month or being frustrated by the stuff you can�t see.

Porn Summary
If banging away on beautiful bodies is what you are in the mood for and you don't think humping an eighteen year old girl is
as exciting as fucking one in her twenties or thirties then Diary Of A Milf is a website that has a lot to offer you.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Being old enough to have a family doesn't make her too old to enjoy your dick!'
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $1.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: HighSpeed

Only
Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 73
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